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flight, for example from an onboard explosion or an explosive projectile 

aimed at the aircraft. The Aircraft Debris Location service utilizes 

utilizing advanced algorithms to p
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from the disintegrating aircraft.
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SAR Technology Products and Services 

SAR Technology’s is pleased to offer its Aircraft Crash L

to help predict the final surface (ground/water) location of the missing 

aircraft based on its aeronautical parameters, the current weather 

conditions at the time of the incident and the terrain topography in the 

predicted location. By utilizing advanced prediction algorithms and GIS 

tools we can produce probable surface location ‘crash maps’ of the 

aircraft’s location for the current scenario under consideration.
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_AircraftCrashMap.htm 

SAR Technology’s Aircraft Debris Location S

final surface (ground/water) location of an aircraft that has broken up in 

flight, for example from an onboard explosion or an explosive projectile 

aimed at the aircraft. The Aircraft Debris Location service utilizes 

utilizing advanced algorithms to predict the final surface location and 

debris field of the various components of the aircraft as they fall to earth 

from the disintegrating aircraft. 
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_AircraftDebrisLocation.htm 

SAR Technology’sOptimized Planning Service is designed to significantly 

increase the speed and effectiveness of a  major SAR response by ensuring 

that all the search resources, for all the designated search areas, are 

oyed in the most precise and effective manner.Unique algorithms 

have been developed that determine the fastest and most efficient SAR 

deployments, for all the search areas, to minimize the 

effort required to quickly finding survivors. The Optimized Planning 

Servicedelivers the fastest and most effective search response, 

highest probability of finding survivors –alive! 
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_OptimizedPlanning.htm 

 

SAR Technology Inc. is pleased to offer its powerful 

‘Incident Commander Pro’ software to manageall types of 

emergency-response incidents, including major air, marine andground

response missions. ‘Incident Commander Pro’ includes

required to effectively manage, deploy, track and monitor resources as they 

respond to incidents. ‘Incident Commander Pro’ also includes 

set of specialized tools that ensure the fastest and most efficient response 

isalways deployed to the mission. 
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/sartechnology.htm#ICProV7 
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With built-in predefined messages, custom messages, SOS and Help alerts ‘Track 
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Boots on the Ground delivers the skilled responders you need

- World
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SAR Technology Consultation

practical experience and advanced scientific skills to provide the 

advice, 

objectives. From immediate mission response, to training programs, mission 

reviews and implementation of local or national emergency response 

systems SAR Technology Consultation rapidly deliver

expert advice, 
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_Consultation.htm
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Search

SAR Technology’s unique ‘Track Commander’ software for Android phones is

a rugged and capable tracking application specifically designed for emergency 

. Track Commander’ has many professional grade features and full 

compatibility for real-time tracking on ‘Incident Commander Pro’s map display.

in predefined messages, custom messages, SOS and Help alerts ‘Track 

Commander’ is purpose-built for reliable and economical tracking and messaging

with ‘Incident Commander Pro’. 
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_TrackCommander.htm 

Boots On the Ground - Global Response Team

When life is at risk, you need responders – Now!

When disaster strikes, you need responders –

Boots on the Ground delivers the skilled responders you need

World-Wide. Fast! 

Trained, experienced and motivated, our team delivers a fast and 

powerful on-scene response to meet your mission’s goals.
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_BootsOnTheGround.htm

SAR Technology Trainingoffers all levels of training on search, rescue, 

safety, security and emergency response. Courses are tailored to each group 

and provide a solid foundation for its graduates to capably and effectively 

respond to any type of mission they may encounter. Both basic and 

instructor-level courses are offered to meet local needs.
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_Training.htm 

R Technology Consultationprovides extensive knowledge, years of 

practical experience and advanced scientific skills to provide the 

advice, information and guidance you need to meet your organizations 

objectives. From immediate mission response, to training programs, mission 

reviews and implementation of local or national emergency response 

systems SAR Technology Consultation rapidly delivers

expert advice, information, products and services you need.
http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_Consultation.htm 

If you would like further information on how to enhance your mission response with SAR 

services we would be pleased to be of assistance. 
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